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About This Game
Experience the thrilling life of a Lumberjack in virtual reality with Lumberjack VR, an arcade action game for the HTC Vive.
Fight your way through waves of logs, lumber and bombs with nothing but an axe in your hand.
Play in 3 levels, each with its own unique mechanics. Score as high as possible to continue to the next wave and to reach the top
of the leaderboard. Each level consists of 5-10 waves. You must reach the target score to continue to the next wave before the
timer hits zero. If you fail, you will be sent back to wave 1. You score points by chopping wood as straight and even as possible.
You can also score points by hitting the massive target boards with bombs, performing ticks and more. If you struggle to
compete on the leaderboards, you can hone your skills in the training levels to become a master Lumberjack.

Features
Immersive wood chopping
5 unlockable axes
3 levels with up to 10 waves per level
Global Leaderboards
6 achievements
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Get Lumberjack VR today and become a master Lumberjack!
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Title: Lumberjack VR
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Erik Brunnström
Publisher:
Erik Brunström
Release Date: 13 Oct, 2017
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lumberjack chainsaw vr. husqvarna lumberjack vr. lumberjack vr
I chuck wood. Video of gameplay: https:\/\/youtu.be\/3JDKHSpfzAA
This game is a bit different than ordinary wave shooters which is why I purchased it. You need to accrue a certain amount of
points in order to move onto the next wave. The amount of points you get for cutting each log depends on how perfectly you cut
them in half. With chickens to catch and BBQ, bombs, & bird eggs thrown into the mix this adds variety to the gameplay. There
are 3 levels, each with a different difficulty. I had a lot of fun playing this game and the unlockable axes (I beleive there's 6 of
them) add replayability to the game. Definitely recommend for the inexpensive price!. I played this on the Oculus Rift with
Touch Controllers and didn't find any issues. I had some fun with this game. However, a couple of things kept this from being a
truly enjoyable experience. First of all, the UI could be a lot better. The tutorial also needs a lot of work. I was confused on how
to cut wood the way it wanted me to to get maximum points (don't cut against the grain). Not sure how anyone can realistically
get the points demanded on the tutorial. No tips or anything along the way, just trial and error. You're probably better off not
doing the tutorial unless you want frustration.
I only played 30 minutes because my arm was hurting me. Yeah, you will get tired quickly. Given the low price, I do
recommend this game. It's quite the challenge, not just with quick reaction time required but with the physical exertion
involved.
Rate 5\/10, would rate possibly higher with added content, improved gameplay. For the price this game is amazing, works hand
eye and timing all together. can be very challenging.. I played this on the Oculus Rift with Touch Controllers and didn't find any
issues. I had some fun with this game. However, a couple of things kept this from being a truly enjoyable experience. First of
all, the UI could be a lot better. The tutorial also needs a lot of work. I was confused on how to cut wood the way it wanted me
to to get maximum points (don't cut against the grain). Not sure how anyone can realistically get the points demanded on the
tutorial. No tips or anything along the way, just trial and error. You're probably better off not doing the tutorial unless you want
frustration.
I only played 30 minutes because my arm was hurting me. Yeah, you will get tired quickly. Given the low price, I do
recommend this game. It's quite the challenge, not just with quick reaction time required but with the physical exertion
involved.
Rate 5\/10, would rate possibly higher with added content, improved gameplay. is good, very yes.
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Video of gameplay: https:\/\/youtu.be\/3JDKHSpfzAA
This game is a bit different than ordinary wave shooters which is why I purchased it. You need to accrue a certain amount of
points in order to move onto the next wave. The amount of points you get for cutting each log depends on how perfectly you cut
them in half. With chickens to catch and BBQ, bombs, & bird eggs thrown into the mix this adds variety to the gameplay. There
are 3 levels, each with a different difficulty. I had a lot of fun playing this game and the unlockable axes (I beleive there's 6 of
them) add replayability to the game. Definitely recommend for the inexpensive price!. +Interesting concept
+Cheap
-Badly implemented
-Some levels nearly impossible
-Repetitive
-Axe throwing a little wonkey
2\/5
Could be good, but has bad controls, worse physics and in the long-run is executed poorly enough that it's just not entertaining.
If you liked this review Click here and follow for more reviews of VR titles. And Click here if you want to request reviews on
other VR titles.. Had an interesting premise but bland, repetitive music, unclear instructions on exactly what you're supposed to
be doing, and unbeatable "training" levels ruined it for me.. +Interesting concept
+Cheap
-Badly implemented
-Some levels nearly impossible
-Repetitive
-Axe throwing a little wonkey
2\/5
Could be good, but has bad controls, worse physics and in the long-run is executed poorly enough that it's just not entertaining.
If you liked this review Click here and follow for more reviews of VR titles. And Click here if you want to request reviews on
other VR titles.. is good, very yes.. This game does work with the Rift and i did not see any issues with the game. However the
gameplay is prety repetative and not very clear. But for about $4 its a good time killer.. This game does work with the Rift and i
did not see any issues with the game. However the gameplay is prety repetative and not very clear. But for about $4 its a good
time killer.. For the price this game is amazing, works hand eye and timing all together. can be very challenging.. I chuck wood
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